
SECTION II

THE WALTZ
The steps of the modern Waltz are probably the easiest of the

present-day dances to learn. Steps, however, are by no means

the most important factor in modern dancing, and the dancer

must pay very careful attention to several other details before

the delightful rhythmic swing and lilt of the dance can be cap-

tured. The correct use of Contrary Body Movement resulting

in an easy swing of the body into the turns, the correct relaxing

and straightening of the knees, in conjunction with the Rises,

and the controlled use of Body Sways, all play their part in pro-

ducing a dance that is continuously flowing with a rhythmic,
lilting movement. These points are dealt with under their

respective headings and should be studied after the basic prin—

ciples are understood.

GENERAL NOTES
Time. 3/4. Three beats in a bar.

Tempo. Music should be played at 30 bars a minute,

Basic Rhythm. There are no “Slows” and “Quicks” in the

”Waltz. Count 1, 2, 3. The first beat is accented.

Figures. Closed Changes, Natural Turn, Reverse Turn,

Hesitation Change, Outside Change, Natural Spin Turn,

"Whisk, Chassé from Promenade Position, Reverse Corté, Back
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Whisk, Double Reverse Spin, Progressive Chassé’ to Right,
Open Telemark (with Cross Hesitation finish), Wing, Drag

Hesitation and Back Lock, Outside Spin, Turning Lock, Weave

from Promenade Position.

For the novice there are but three basic figures in the Waltz,

and the normal construction of the Waltz is made from these

figures only. It must be understood that a complete circle in six

steps is never danced, the construction being based on diago—
nal lines which require only three—eighths of a turn to be made

on each three steps. Normally no turn is made on a Closed

Change step, this figure being used to change the dancer from a

Natural Turn to a Reverse Turn or vice versa.

The following method of practising is described for a man

dancer. A lady should use the steps and directions that are the

normal opposite.

The beginner should learn the Closed Change step first,

commencing it first with the RF and then the LF, and dancing it

continuously in a straight line down the room. It is advisable,

even at this early stage, to acquire some knowledge of the Rise

and Fall, and even the Body Sway, as these details are easy to

remember and will prove helpful when the turns are attempted.

Learn the Natural Turn next, and practise the two figures in
this way:

Dance the Closed Change Steps when moving down the sides of the
room. When near a corner, dance a full Natural Turn (six steps),
finishing facing the next Line of Dance. Continue with the Change
Steps to the next corner.

This, of course, is based on the assumption that the room is not

very large. In a very large room it would be advisable to use one, part
of the room only, as it is only possible to regain the Line of Dance after

:a -N-atural Turn by departing from the normal lines of the dance.
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The Reverse Turn should be learned next, and then an
attempt should be made to amalgamate the three figures in the
following manner.

Commence facing diagonally to the wall.

Step forward with the RF and dance 1,, 2, 3 of the Natural Turn.

Finish with the back to the LOD.

Step backward with the LF and dance 4, 5 6' of the Natural Turn.

Finish facing diagonally to the centre.

Step forward with the RF and dance the Closed Change, making no

turn.

Step forward with the LF diagonally to the centre and dance 1, 2,, 3

of the Reverse Turn. Finish with the back to the LOD.

Step backward with the RF and dance 4, 5, 6 of the Reverse Turn.

Finish facing diagonally to the wall.

Step forward with the LF and dance the Closed Change, making no

turn, and still facing diagonally to the wall.

This is the same as the commencing position and the amal-
gamation can be repeated.

Remember that only a Natural Turn is danced round a cor-

ner. If the corner is acute, two complete turns could be danced.

Care must be taken to adjust the amount of turn on each part

so that the new LOD is faced from a diagonal position. If this,

has not been done, a slight turn on a Closed Change will give
the diagonal position from which all turns should be com—

menced. Remember, however, that a Closed Change commenc—

ing with the LF may only be turned to the L, and a RF Closed

Change only turned to the R.

Naturally, an experienced dancer, with the use of variations,

will not have to bother too much about the diagonal positions,

but the beginner will be advised to pay careful attention to this

point in the early stages.

Further details of how to amalgamate the basic figures with
standard variations are given with the descriptions of the lat-

ter. The folIOWing notes should be very carefully read.
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Special Notes
Contrary Body Movement. The Contrary Body Movement on

the first step of each turn must not be exaggerated. On the for“—

ward part of any turning figure it is much more important to

'feel a forward swing, rather than a conscious twist of the body

on the first step. It should be remembered that the first step is.

the strong step, and from the swing of this step it should be pos-

sible to take a wide second step without further effort. The clos-

ing of the feet on the third step must be controlled by keeping

the inside of the toes of the closing foot pressed firmly to the

floor. It should never be lifted and allowed to close quickly.

Knees. When taking the weight on the first step of any turn

or Closed Change allow the knee to relax slightly. This will pre-

vent any jar or stop in the movement of the body, and also tend

to make the subsequent rise softer.

Sway. The Sway is quite pronounced in turning figures in,

the Waltz.

Footwork and Rises

In the Waltz, as in other dances, there is no foot rise on the

backward half of any turn or in a Closed Change when danced

backward. Any attempt to rise early with the feet or body

would seriously impede the flow of the movement. The rise

must be gradual and felt throughout the turns, the full extent

of the rise not being reached until the feet are closed on the

third step. The notes on Rise and Fall given in the early part of

the book should be studied with care.

The correct footwork on the backward turns is also of great

importance. The first step of a turn is taken back on to the tOe,

gradually lowering to the heel as the second step moves to the.

side. When the second step is in position — to the side —— the

heel of the first step is released from the floor and even. then 'it'

must: not be raised abruptly.

99
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A common fault with more advanced dancers is found in
the movement of the foot when it commences to close for the
third step. In the Natural Turn (lady) when the LF commences

to close for the third step it is most important that the Left toe,

or inside edge of the toe, should be pressed firmly to the floor.

Many advanced dancers allow the toe to leave the floor when

the second step is in position, which results in the LF leaving

the floor before closing for the third step. Much control is lost.

in this way and the result will be ugly footwork and very often

the closing foot will pass the supporting foot instead of closing

firmly to it.

Another important point should be observed when the feet

are closed in the Closed Changes and the Natural and Reverse

Turns. If a forward step is to follow, the normal footwork is fer

the heel of the foot supporting the weight to lower to the floor

and then come up again as the forward step is taken. To do

this, however, will often result in the weight being dropped

back just at the moment when a good forward swing is

required. The heel of the supporting foot should always lower

lightly and be raised again immediately; it should never drop

heavily, as this retards the swing into the following step. To step

forward without lowering the supporting heel at all would, of

course, be equally bad.

RIGHT FOOT CLOSED CHANGE

(From Natural Turn to Reverse Turn)

Man
In the normal construction of the Waltz the Closed Change is
taken either diagonally to the centre or diagonally to the wall.

There is, however, no reason at all why it cannot be danced,

straight down the LCD for the purpose of practice.
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'LOD

MAN

\

START

Right Foot Closed Change (From Natural to Reverse Turn)

The. Natural Turn finishes facing diagonally to the centre.

Commence the Closed Change from this position.

1... RF forward.

2. LF to side and slightly forward.

3. Close RF to LP.

Then go forward with LF into a Reverse Turn-.1
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Contrary Body Movement. Slight CBM» on 1.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1; continue to: rise

on. 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3.

Body Sway. Sway to R on 2 and 3.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H.

General Notes. The beginner should endeavour to place the 2nd step.

to the side, as the swing on the first step will result in the correct

position being achieved quite naturally. Care must be taken not to

allow this step to move too much forward, otherwise, alignment will be

lost and the following turn made more difficult.

It is permissible to make a slight turn to R on this figure.

Lady
1. LF back.

2. RF to side and slightly back.

3. Close LF to RF.

Then go back with RF into a Reverse Turn.

Contrary Body Movement. Slight CBM on 1.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1 (MR); continue

to rise on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. T. 3. T H.

Body Sway. Sway to L on 2 and 3.

LEFT FOOT CLOSED CHANGE

(From Reverse Turn to Natural Turn):

Man
This figure is similar to the Closed Change from Natural "to

Reverse Turns, described and illustrated on pages 100—102.

The Reverse Turn finishes facing diagonally to the Wall.

Commence the Closed Change from this position.

1. LF forward.

2. RF to side and slightly forward

3. Close LF to RF.
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Then go forward with RF into a Natural Turn.

Contrary Body Movement. Slight CBM on 1.
Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1;; continue to rise

on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3.

Body Sway. Sway to L on 2 and 3.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H.

General Notes. The action for this Closed Change is the same as for

a Closed Change from Natural Turn to Reverse Turn, and the general
notes thereon apply also to this figure. A slight turn to the Left may

be made.

Lady
1. RF back.

2. LP to side and slightly back.

3. Close RF to LF.

Then go back with LF into a Natural Turn.

Contrary Body Movement. Slight CBM on 1.

Rise and Fail (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1 (NFR); continue
to rise on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3.

Body Sway. Sway to R on 2 and 3.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. T. 3. T H.

NATURAL TURN

Man
This figure is described as it is used in the normal construction.

of the Waltz. Beginners should read carefully the introductory"

notes on this dance.

Commence facing diagonally to the wall. Finish facing dia.g-

onally to the centre.

1. RF forward. turning body to R.

.2. Long step to side with LF across the LCD.

3. Continue turning on ball of LF and close RF to, LF. (Back now

to LCD.)
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’START.

Natural Turn (Man)

4. LF back, turning body to R.

5. RF to side, on the same LCD.

6. Close LF to RF.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1; continue 'to rise

on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3. Commence to rise at the end of4 (NFR);

continue to rise on 5 and 6. Lower at end of 6. Remember to relax the

knee slightly on steps 1 and 4. This will soften the movement

considerably...



Body Sway. Sway to R on 2 and 3. Sway to L on 5 and 6.»

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. T H. 5. T. 6. T H.

Amount of Turn. Make three-eighths of a turn on each three steps.

General Notes. It will be noticed in the description and in the

diagram that the. 2nd step of the forward turn is longer than the 2nd

step (step No. 5) of the backward turn. This is owing to the fact that

the person on the outside of a circle will necessarily have a longer

distance to travel. For the same reason, there is a continuation of the

turn on the ball of the foot on the 2nd step of the forward turn. 0n the

backward turn the 5th step is placed with the R foot turned outwards

— pointing in the finishing direction. There will be only a slight body

turn as the L foot closes. on. 6.

NATURAL TURN

Lady
This figure is described as it is used in the normal construction

of the Waltz. Beginners should read carefully the introductory

notes on this dance.

Commence with the back diagonally to the wall. Finish with

the back diagonally t0 the centre.

LF back, turning body to R.

RF to side, across the LCD.

Close LF to RF, body now facing LOD.

RF forward, turning body to R.

Long step to side with LF on the same LOD.

Continue turning on ball of LF and close RF to LF.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1 (NFR); continue

to rise on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3. Commence to rise at end of 4.:

continue to rise on 5 and 6. Lower at end of 6. Remember to relax the

knee slightly on steps 1 and .4. This will soften the movement considerably.

Body Sway. Sway to L on 2 and 3; sway to R on 5 and 6.

Amount of Turn. Make three-eighths of a turn on each three steps.

Footwork. 1.. T H. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. H T. 5. T. 6. T H.
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‘9: [L00

’5 START ~
L

Natural Turn (Lady)

General Notes. It will be noticed in the description and in the

diagram that the 2nd step of the forward part of the turn is longer than:

the 2nd step of the backward part of the turn. This is owing to the fact

that the person on the outside of a circle will necessarily have a longer

distance to travel. For the same reason there is a continuation of the

turn on the ball of the foot on the 2nd step of the forward turn. On the.

backward half the 2nd step is placed with R foot turned outwards,

pointing down the LCD. There will only be a slight body turn as the: L

foot closes on 3. Note also that the lady should use a good forward

swing on the 4th step to assist the turn.
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REVERSE TURN

Man
Beginners. should read the introductory notes on this dance.

These explain the amalgamation of steps which lead into this
figure.

Commence facing diagonally to the centre. Finish facing

diagonally to the wall.

1. LF forward, turning body to L.

2. Long step to side with RF, across the LOD.

3. Continue turning on ball of RF and close LP to RF.

(Back now to LOD.)

4. RF back, turning body to L.

5. LF to side, on the same L00.

6. Close RF to LF.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1; continue to rise

on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3. Commence to rise at end of 4 (NFR);

continue to rise on 5 and 6. Lower at end of 6.

Body Sway. Sway to L on 2 and 3; sway to R on 5 and 6.

Amount of Turn. Make three—eighths of a turn on each three steps.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. T H. 5. T. 6. T H.

General Notes. The notes at the foot of the description of the

Natural Turn, regarding the length of the 2nd step of each part of the

turn, and the continuation of the turn on the ball of the foot, apply

also to the Reverse Turn. (See diagram overleaf.)

REVERSE TURN

Lady
Commence with the back diagonally to the centre... Finish With

the back diagonally to the wall.

1-. RF back. turning body to L.
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Reverse Turn (Man)

.LF to side, across the LOD.

Close RF to LP. (Body now facing LOD.)

LF forward, turning body to L.

Long step to side with RF, on the same LOD.

Continue turning on ball of RF and close LF to RF.'m
w

e
w

w

.Contraiy Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1 (NFR);

continue to rise on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3. Commence to rise at

end of 4; continue to rise on 5 and 6. Lower at end of'6.
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5.3:6

:L A, LCD

4 r

START

Reverse Turn. (Lady)

Body Sway. Sway 'to R on 2 and 3; sway to L on 5 and 6.

Amount of Tum. Make three-eighths of a turn on each three steps.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. H T. 5. T. 6. T H.

General Notes. The notes at the foot of the description of the
Natural Turn, regarding the length of the 2nd step of each part of the

turn, and the continuation of the turn on the ball of the foot, apply

also to "the Reverse Turn.
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HESITATION CHANGE

Man
A most useful and attractive variation which is used as. a link

between 1, 2, and .3 of the Natural Turn, and 1,2, and :3: of the

Reverse Turn.

Commence facing diagonally to the wall and dance 1, 2, and

3 of the Natural Turn. Finish with the feet together, and with

the back to the LCD. Continue with:

4. .LF back, turning body to R.

5. Pull RF back firmly, at the same time turning on L heel. Finish

with RF at the side of LF, feet parallel and about 15cm (6

inches) apart, facing diag. centre.

6. Hesitate, and slowly close LF to RF without weight.

Then go forward with LF into a Reverse Turn.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4.

Rise and Fall (Body). Normal rise is used on steps 1, 2, 3 of the

Natural Turn. There is no rise on steps 4, 5, 6.

Body Sway. Sway to R on 2 and 3; sway to L on 5 and 6.

Amount of Turn. Three-eighths of a turn on 1, 2, and 3. Three-

eighths of a turn on 4, 5, and 6. Less turn may be made at a corner.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. T H. 5. H, IE of feet, whole foot.

6. IE of T of LF.

General Notes. Care should be taken to ”Pull" the RF back firmly on

step 5, with pressure first on the heel and then on the inside edge of

the R foot. Advanced dancers will add greatly to the attraction of the

figure by pulling the R foot back very slowly, so that it takes nearly two

beats to assume its position at the side of the LF. As the LF brushes to

RF the body will commence to turn to the L, thus maintaining a

continuous movement of the body in spite of the hesitation effect of

the figure. Both ways are correct. It is a matter of personal expression.

This figure is also danced in the Quickstep and is known as the Natural

Tum with Hesitation. It is counted ”5 Q Q S S S”.
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HESITATION CHANGE

Lady
This figure forms a useful link between I, 2’, and 3 of: the

Natural Turn, and 1, 2, and 3 of the Reverse Turn.

Commence with the back diagonally to the wall and dance

1, 2. and 3 of the Natural Turn. Finish with the feet together,

facing the LOD.

4. RF forward, turning body to R.

5. LF to side, across the LOD.

.6. Hesitate, and slowly close LF to RF without weight.

Then step back on RF and go into the Reverse Turn.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4.

Rise and Fall (Body). Normal rise is used on steps 1, 2, 3' of the

Natural Turn. There is no rise on steps 4, 5, and 6 although the 5th step

is taken on the ball of LF before lowering the heel.

Body Sway. Sway to L on 2 and 3. Sway to R on 5 and 6.

Amount of Tum. Three-eighths of a turn on 1, 2, and 3; three-

eighths of a turn on 4, 5, and 6. Less turn may be made at a corner.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. H T. 5. T H. 6. IE of T (RF).

General Notes. It should be noted that the 5th step is taken well.

across the LCD with no continuation of the turn on the ball of LF as

the RF brushes. The action of the man's Heel Pull brings this foot across

the LOD instead of in the position shown for the 5th step of a, Natural

Turn (on the same LOD).

OUTSIDE CHANGE

Man

The Outside Change is one of the most useful figures in the.

Waltz especially in a crowded room. When it has been found

impossible to complete the full amount of turn on the first

part of the Natural Turn so that these 3 steps end backing di:ag".—

1.11
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LOD

A
7"-.

BI; ,

l
l1

Outside Change (following 1 to 3 of Natural Turn) (Man).

onally to centre, the Outside Change is easily the best figure to

employ.

Dance steps 1, 2, 3 of a Natural Turn and end backing d1ag-

anally to centre, then:
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LF back, diag. to centre. Lady in line.

RF back, turning slightly to L.

LF to side and slightly forward.

RF forward, outside partner, diag. to wall, and" make this the

first step of a Natural Turn.

.h
s
-
r
—

S

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 2 and 4 (the first step of the next

Natural Turn). The 4th step is placed in CBMP.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise. at end of 1 (NFR): continue

to rise on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3.

Body Sway. There is no sway.

Amount of Turn. Make a quarter turn to. L between 2 and 3‘.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. H.

General Notes. Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the Natural Turn are shown in the

diagram. The gradual rise between steps 1 and 3 makes the figure far

more attractive to dance. Remember to draw the LF back with the heel

in contact with the floor as it moves back for the 3rd step. On step 3

the LF will point diag. to wall but the body should be facing between

wall and diag. to wall. The LF may be taken to side in Promenade

Position on step 4.

Lady
Commence facing diagonally to centre after steps '1, 2, 3 of a.

Natural Turn. Then:

RF forward, in line with man.

LF forward, turning slightly to L.

RF to side and slightly back, now backing diag. to. wall.

L'F back, diag. to wall, partner outside, and make this the first

step of a Natural Turn.

.r
s
w

m
r-

a

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 2 and 4. The 4th step is placed "in

CBMP.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of .1; continue to rise:

on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3.

Body Sway. There is no sway.

Amount of Turn. Make a quarter turn to L between 2 and 3
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LOD

gamer ;

Outside Change (following 1 to 3 of Natural Turn) (Lady)

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. T.

General Notes. Steps 1, 2 and 3 of the Natural Turn are shown in the

diagram. Although the feet are backing diag. to wall on step 3 the body

should be backing between wall and diag. to wall. Step 4 may be, taken:

in Promenade Position.
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NATURAL SPIN TURN

Man

The Natural Spin Turn is a delightful figure in the Waltz

rhythm. Commence facing diagonally to the wall. Finish with

the back diagonally to the centre.

1, 2, 3. First three steps of the Natural’Turn, Finish with back to,

LCD.

4. LF back (medium-length step with the toe turned. in), and

pivot half a turn to R on the ball of the LF. Keep RF in front in

CBMP whilst pivoting.

5. RF forward, down LOD, body still turning to R.

6. LP to side and slightly back. Finish with back to centre

diagonally.

To continue, step back RF into 4, 5, 6 of Reverse Turn, making

only a quarter of a turn. Finish facing diag. to wall.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1, 4. and 5. The 5th step is held

in CBMP.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1; continue to rise

on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3. Rise at end of 5: up on 6. Lower at end

of 6.

Body Sway. Sway to R on 2 and 3. No sway on actual spin.

Amount of Turn. On steps 1 to 3 make three-eighths of a turn, half

a turn on 4, and three—eighths of a turn between steps 5 and 6.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. T H T. 5. H T. 6. T H

Note: Although the footwork on 4 is given as T H T the turn is made-

on the ball of LF with the heel in contact with the floor.

General Notes. The Natural Spin Turn should be used by beginners.

atthe corners of the room, when three-eighths of a turn is made on 4.

and a quarter, turn between 5 and 6.

The Natural Spin Turn is a convenient step to use preceding a

Double Reverse Spin or an Open Telemark. When the man commences

the 4. 5 and 6 of the Reverse Turn, his back is diagonally to the centre

instead of down the LOD. Thus he can end this turn facing the LOD,

which is the most attractive position to commence the Double Reverse.

Spin.
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START

Natural Spin Turn (Man)

Two good amalgamations are:

(a) Natural Spin Turn followed by 4, 5, and 6- of the Reverse Turn
Finish facing the LCD. Double Reverse Spin; finish facing diagonally-"to.



the wall. L'F Closed Change, followed by a Natural Turn.

(b) Natural Spin Turn, followed by 4, 5, and 6 of the Reverse Tum.

Finish facing the LOD. Double Reverse Spin. Finish facing the LOD.

Follow with an advanced figure such as the Open Telemark or Drag
Hesitation.

(c) The Turning Lock may follow the Spin Tu.rn.

NATURAL SPIN TURN

Lady
The Spin Turn is one of the most popular variations in the

Waltz.

Commence with the back diagonally to the wall. Finish fac-
ing the centre diagonally.

1, 2, 3. First three steps of the Natural Turn. Finish facing the
L00.

4. RF forward, turning half a turn to R with a pivoting action.

The L leg is not held in CBMP.

5. Still turning, move the LF back and slightly to side, down the

LCD.

6. Continue turning on the ball of LF, and take a small step

diagonally forward with RF. body facing centre diagonally. To

continue, step forward with LF into 4, 5. 6 of Reverse Turn.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1 (NFR); continue

to. rise on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3. Rise at the end of 5: up on 6.

Lower at end of 6. The rise is taken from the ball of LF on 5. The L heel

does not lower.

Body Sway. Sway to L on 2 and 3. No sway on actual spin.
Amount of Turn. On steps 1 to 3 make three-eighths of a turn. Make

half a turn on 4 and three-eighths of a turn between 5 and 6.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. H T. 5. T. 6 T H. Note the footwork

"on 4. Turn is made on the ball of RF and the heel does not lower as the

fith step is ta ken.
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Natural Spin Tum (Lady)

General Notes. On the 6th step, the RF should brush lightly up: to

the LF before stepping diagonally forward.
It is important to remember that the lady does not use a true pivot

on step 4. The ”pivoting action" indicates that the weight is held over?

the RF slightly longer than in a normal turn, but the LP is not held in

CBMP during the turn. To do so is, in fact, impossible.
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WHISK

Man
The Whisk is a delightful figure to dance, and it has the advan-

tage that it is quite easy to lead. It introduces another position

to ballroom dancing, a position that is now known as “Whisk

Position”.
It is usually danced after a complete Reverse Turn.
"Commence and finish the Whisk facing diagonally to the

wall.

1. LF forward, diag. to wall.

2. RF to the side and slightly forward, commencing to turn lady

to PP.

3. Cross LF behind and a few inches to the R. of RF, now in PP,
. ‘ facing diag. to wall.

Endings to this figure are given below.

Contrary Body Movement. Slight CBM on 1.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1; continue to rise

on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3.

Body Sway. Sway to the L on 2, 3.

Amount of Turn. There is no turn for the man.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H.

General Notes. As the lst step is taken the man must apply pressure;

with his R hand on the lady's L side to turn her to PP.

Care must be taken not to let the weight fall back on the 3rd step.

When the 3rd step is in position the body should be inclined to the L,

and it is this L sway of the body while the foot is crossed behind that

makes the figure so attractive. The L heel will lower lightly as the RF

moves forward into the following figure, which is usually the Chassé

from PP, as shown in the diagram.

The Whisk may be used at a corner. If commenced facing diag.. to

wall near a corner the man will make a quarter turn to L on the Whisk

and the lady will make no turn. When danced in this way the man’s 2nd

step will be ”RF diag. forward, R side leading" and the lady’s 2nd step

will be ”'LF back, .L side leading". Man will be facing LOD on '2 and facing-

11 9
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LO D

Start.

Whisk and Chassé from Promenade Position (Man)
Steps 1,2,3 are The Whisk

Steps 4 to 8 are The Chassé from Promenade Position

diag. to wall of the new LOD on ‘3. This amount of turn may be, used on

the side of the room to follow with the Weave from PP or a "Wing;
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LOD

16$ Start.

Whisk and Chassé from Promenade Position (Lady)
Steps 1,2,3 are The Whisk

Steps 4 to 8 are The Chassé from Promenade Position

WHISK

Lady
This is a delightful variation and the lady can help to make it

look most attractive. The notes on page 122 and also those

given. With the man’s description should be studied;

121
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It is usually danced after a complete Reverse Turn...

Commence backing diagonally to the wall.

'1. RF back, diag. tO wall.

2. L'F diagonally back, commencing to turn to PP.

3'. Turning into PP, cross the RF behind and a few inches to the L

Of LF. Finish facing diag. to centre.

The two nicest endings to this figure are given in the man‘s

description, and notes on these will be found below.

Contrary Body Movement. Lady has no CBM as she is turning to the R.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1 (MR): continue

to rise on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3.

Body Sway. Sway to the R on 2, 3.

Amount of Turn. The lady's feet will make a quarter tum between

steps 1 and 2 but her body turns slightly less. Her body will complete

the turn on 3.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. T. 3. T H.

General Notes. As the lady takes her first step back the man will

apply pressure on her L side. to indicate the Whisk. This will result in

her second step being placed diagonally back, but the body should not

complete the turn into PP until the RF is crossing behind on 3. Care

should be taken not to let the weight fall back on the 3rd step. When

the 3rd step is in position the body should be inclined to the R. The R

heel will lower lightly as the LF moves forward into the following figure.

Now please refer tO the man's General Notes.

CHAssE FROM PROMENADE POSITION

Man
This is the most popular ending to the Whisk or Back Whisk. It
is similar to the Progressive Chassé used in the Quickstep and

may follow any figure that has ended in Promenade Position.

The Whisk and Chassé from Promenade Position are shown

together in the diagram.

Commence in Promenade Position, facing diagonally to

wall, with LF crossed behind RF in the “Whisk” position.
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1. RF forward across the body in PP moving

along the LCD. (1)

2. LF to side and slightly forward along the LCD,

turning lady to her left (1/2 beat). (2);

3 Close RF to LF. Lady square. (1/2 beat). (and).

P LF to side and slightly forward, on the same LOD. (3).
5. RF forward outside partner, diag. to wall, and make

this the first step Of a Natural Turn. (1,.)

The Chassé is counted 1, 2, ”and” 3, denoting that there is Only a

half beat on each Of the 2nd and 3rd steps.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 (slight) and 5. These two steps

are also placed in CBMP.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1; continue tO rise

on 2 and 3; up on 4. Lower at end Of 4.

Body Sway. There is no sway.

Amount of Turn. There is no turn for the man.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T. 4. T H. 5. H.

General Notes. The slight CBM on 1 will ensure that the body is

practically square to the wall the whole time, thus keeping the bodies

in a good alignment on step 5, the outside step.

CHAssE FROM PROMENADE POSITION

Lady
This is shown in the diagram following the Whisk and is by far

the most popular ending to this figure. The steps are similar to

those of the Progressive Chassé in Quickstep, apart from the

first step which is taken in Promenade position.

Commence in Promenade Position, facing diagonally to

centre, with RF crossed behind LP in the “Whisk” position.

1 LF forward across the body in PP, moving along

the LOD and turning body to L. (1)
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2.. RF to side along the LOD, body facing centre-

(1/2 bti’c‘=~‘t)- (32-):
3. Close LF to RF, feet now backing diag.. wall.

(1/2 beat). (and)
4:. RF to side and slightly back. (3’)
5. LF back, partner outside, diagonally to wall (1)
The Chassé is counted 1, 2 “and” 3 denoting that there is only a

half beat on each of the 2nd and 3rd steps.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and» 5. These two: steps are also
placed in CBMP.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1: continue to rise
on 2 and 3; up on 4; lower at end of 4.

Body Sway. There is no sway.

Amount of Tum. Make a quarter turn to the L.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T. 4. T H. 5. T.

General Notes. Although the feet will back diag. to wall on steps '3
and 4 the body is practically square to the wall to ensure a good
alignment as the man steps outside on 5. (This becomes the first step

of the following Natural Turn.)

REVERSE (0a

Man
The steps of man and lady differ in this figure, the man making

a hesitation movement whilst the lady turns with two extra

steps. The Reverse Corté itself has only three steps but in the

description and diagram the following 4, 5 and 6 of the

Natural Turn is given as this differs slightly to the normal
Natural Turn. The Reverse Corté can be made much more
attractive by departing from the orthodox amount of turn.
Particulars of this are given under the general notes.

Commence facing diagonally to the centre and dance 13, 72,.
and 3 of the Reverse Turn. Finish, with the back to the LOD.
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1. RF back, body turning to L.

Turning on the ball or heel of the RF, close LF to RF. Finish

with back diag. to centre against the LCD, weight on RF.

Hesitate.

LF back, diag. to centre against LOD (partner outside).

RF to side (no turn) getting into line with lady.

. Close LF to RF.

Then go forward with RF, diag. to wall, into a Natural Turn.

w
e
re

03
.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1, slight CBM on 4., The 4th step

is taken back in CBMP.

Rise and Fall (Body). Rise on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of .3.

Commence to rise at end of 4 (NFR); continue to rise on 5 and 6. LOWer

at end of 6.

Body Sway. Sway to R on 2 and 3. Sway to L on 5 and 6.

. Amount of Turn. Three-eighths of a turn on preceding Reverse Turn.

Three-eighths of a turn on first three steps of Corté. No turn on 4, 5,

and 6.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. H (LF) then Toes (both feet). 3. T H (RF). 4. T'

H. 5. T. 6. T H.

Note. If the turn is made on the ball of RF on 2 the footwork of the

first three steps will be: 1. T H T. 2. Toes of both feet. 3. T H (RF). Even

when the turn is made on the ball of foot on 2, the feet should be kept

flat, and the rise is taken on the 2nd beat in both cases, after the turn

is completed.

General Notes. The amount of turn given above is sometimes the-

easiest way for the novice to dance this figure. A more general method

is to make half a turn on 1, 2, and 3 of the Corté, and then turn about

an eighth of a turn to the R on 4, 5, and 6 to regain the diagonal

position necessary for the following Natural Turn.

Advanced dancers make this figure much more attractive by

overturning the first three steps, making five-eighths of a turn, so that

the 4th step is taken back diagonally to the wall against the LCD. A

quarter turn must then be made on 4, 5, and 6 to regain the diagonal

position necessary for the following Natural Turn. See page 129 for the

Back Whisk ending.
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[Loo

Reverse Corté (Man)
(Followed by 4 to 6 of Natural Turn)

REVERSE CORTE

Lady
The Reverse Corté is an attractive variation in Wth the lady
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START

Reverse Corté (Lady)
(Followed by 4 to 6 of Natural Turn)

takes a step to the side and then closes whilst, the man is hesi-

tating. The Reverse Corté has only three steps. The following 4,

5 and 6 of the Natural Turn are given in the description and

diagram.
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Commence with the back diagonally to the centre and
dance 1, 2, and 3 of the Reverse Turn. Finish facing the LCD.

”1. LF forward turning body to L.

”2.. Small step to side with RF, on same LOD and still turning to L.

3. Close LF to RF. Finish facing diagonally to centre against the

LCD.

4. RF forward, outside partner.

LF to side (no turn) partner getting into line.

'6‘. Close RF to LF.

Then go back with LF, diag. to wall, into a Natural Turn.

Ln

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1,, slight CBM, on 4. The 4th step

is taken forward in CBMP.

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1: continue to rise

on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3. Commence to rise at end of 4; continue

to rise on 5 and 6. Lower at end of 6. It should be noted that the lady

rises slightly earlier than the man on this figure.

Body Sway. Sway to L on 2 and 3. Sway to R on 5 and 6.

Amount of Tum. Three-eighths of a turn is made on the preceding

Reverse Turn. Three-eighths of a turn on first three steps of the Corté.

No turn on 4, 5, and 6.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. H T. 5. T. 6. T H.

General Notes. When the man overturns the first three steps of the

Reverse Corté (described in notes on man’s steps) the lady must take

her 2nd step slightly across the LCD, and continue to turn as the 3rd

step closes.

BACK WHISK

(From a Reverse Corté)

Man
The Back Whisk is a very popular ending to the first three steps-

of the Reverse Corté and is described from this position. Other

entries to the Back Whisk are given in the General Notes on

page 130.
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1 ALOD

R L START

Back Whisk (Man)
(From a Reverse Corté)

C-Ommence facing diagonally to centre and dance 1,, 2, and 3

of a Reverse Turn. Finish backing the LOD.

1, 2,... 3.. Dance a Reverse Corté. Finish backing diag. to centre:
against the LOD.

4.: LF- back, partner outside.

5. RF diag. back. Commence to turn the tady to PP? at the en'dicf

the step.
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6.. Cross LF behind RF. Man and lady now in PP.

Now step forward RF, along the LOD in PP and follow with the

Chassé from Promenade Position page 122.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4 (slight)- Step 4 is. placed

in CBMP.

Rise and Fall (Body). Rise on 2: up on 3. Lower at end of 3

Commence to rise at end of 4 (NFR); continue to rise on 5; up on 6.

Lower at end of 6.

Body Sway. Sway to R on 2 and 3. Sway to. L on ’5 and 6.

Amount of Turn. Make three-eighths turn to L on steps 1, 2,, 3 of the

Reverse Corté. No turn on the Back Whisk.
Footwork. 1, 2, 3 (See notes on Reverse Corté footwork). 4. T H. 5.

T. 6. T H.

General Notes. It is advisable to use the Footwork of T H on step 1

of the Reverse Corté, making the turn on the heel of the RF. Do not

dr0p backwards too quickly on the Back Whisk. Lower the L heel softly

on step 6 and release it again as the RF moves forward in PP for the

following Chassé, details of which will be found on page 122.

The Back Whisk can be danced after steps 1, 2, 3 of a Natural Turn,

when the man will turn his body up to three—eighths of a turn to R

between steps 4 and 5. When turn is used, step 5 (RF) will be placed

to side and slightly back instead of diag. back. The lady will be in line

with the man on step 4.

BACK WHISK

(From a Reverse Corté)

Lady
The Back Whisk is of course a Forward Whisk for the lady- and
is often used after steps 1, 2, 3 of a Reverse Corté.

Commence backing diagonally to centre and dance; 1,. 2], and

.3 of a Reverse Turn. Finish facing the LCD.

1, 2, 3 Dance a Reverse Corté; Finish facing diag. to centre

against the LCD.

4. RF forward, outside partner, turning body to R
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Loo

"Back Whisk (Lady)
(From a Reverse Corté)

5 LF to side, with body facing centre and commencing to turn

to PP.

6 Cross RF behind LF. Now in PP facing diag. to centre.

Now step forward LF, along the LOD in PP and follow with the:

Cha-s-sé from Promenade Position, turning square to man. See page

12-3

:Contrmy Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 4. Step 4 is placed in CBMP.
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Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1.; continue to rise

on 2‘ and 3: lower at end of 3. Commence to rise at end of 4; continue

to rise. on 5; up on 6; lower at end of 6.

Body Sway. Sway to L on 2 and 3. Sway to R’ on 5, and 6.

Amount of Turn. Make three-eighths of a turn to L on steps 1, 2 3

of the Reverse Corté. Make an eighth turn to R between steps 4 and 5-

and an eighth between 5 and 6.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H. 4. H T. 5. T. 6. T H.

General Notes. When dancing steps 4, 5, 6 of The Back Whisk, it is

better style to tend to underturn the body, thus avoiding the tendency

to turn outwards too much on step 6. The, head’ may turn to the R on

step 6.

The Back Whisk can be danced after steps 1, 2, 3 of a Natural Turn,

when the lady will usually have to turn more between steps 4 and 6.

Please see notes following the man's steps.

The normal ending to the Back Whisk is the Chassé from Promenade

Position with the lady turning square to the man. This is described on

page 124.

The Wing and the Weave from Promenade Position are two attractive

but more advanced endings.

DOUBLE REVERSE SPIN

Man
This figure is rather misnamed as it is not a spin, nor is it nec-

essary to dance it twice. The man does two steps and a “toe

pivot” whilst the lady does four steps. It should only be

attempted by advanced dancers.

The commencing position and the amount of turn depend

on the preceding figure. It is described below as a complete

turn. Commence facing the LCD.

Beats

1. LF forward, turning body to L. 1-

2'. RF to side, across the LOD. 1/2

”and” Continue turning on ball of RF and close
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LF to RF. Keep weight on RF and finish facing

approximately to outside wall.

3. Continue turning on ball of RF to face the LOD. *1.

Then step forward with LF into next figure.

Note. Although the man has actually only two steps and a pivot on

the R toe, the exact timing of each part of the turn has been given, as

it is necessary for the man to accelerate the closing of the LE to assist

the lady’s turn. Advanced dancers may prefer to delay the speed of the

turn, counting ”1, 2, 3 and”.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1.

Rise and Fall (Body). Rise at end of 1; up on 2 and 3.. Lower at end.

of 3.

Body Sway. There is no sway.

Amount of Turn. Three-quarters, seven-eighths or a complete turn

may be made.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T (LF) then T H (RF).

General Notes. Positions from which this figure can be, taken and the

amount of turn used are:

(a) The Easiest Amalgamation. With RF do a Closed Change to centre

diagonally. Double Reverse Spin, making only three-quarters of a turn

to finish facing the wall diagonally. Forward with LF into a Closed

Change or the Whisk.

(b) Closed Change commencing with RF as above.

Double Reverse Spin finishing facing LOD. Follow with another

Double Reverse Spin to face diagonally to wall and so into the Whisk.

(c) The Best Amalgamation. Do the Natural Spin Turn, 1 to 6. Finish

with back diagonally to centre.

Now do 4, 5 and 6 of Reverse Turn, making three-eighths of a. turn

to finish facing LOD.

Double Reverse Spin, making a complete turn. Follow with:
Progressive Chassé to R or the Drag Hesitation and Back Lock.

DOUBLE REVERSE SPIN

Lady
Commence with the back to: the LOD. (See notes on. the man’s

steps.)

' 1 33
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Double Reverse Spin
Left: Man Right: Lady

1. RF back, turning body to L.

2. Close LF to RF, turning on R heel. Finish

facing LOD. Weight on LF.

”and” Continue turning on ball of LF as RF is-

.moved to the side and slightly back. Finish with

back diagonally to wall.

.3. Still turning, cross LF in front of RF. Finish

with back to LOD.

Beats

1/2
Beats

Irv/:2,



Then step back with RF into next figure.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1.

Rise and Fall (Body). Rise slightly at end of 1 (NFR); continue to

rise on 2; up on 3 and 4. Lower at end of 4.

Body Sway. There is no sway.

Amount of Turn. Please see notes at the. foot of the description of

the man’s steps.

Footwork. 1. T H. 2. H T. 3. T. 4. T H.

General Notes. The lady will notice that she has four steps to dance

in three beats of music. It is most important for her to get the.

acceleration on the 2nd step (Heel Turn) so that the 2nd and 3rd steps

are the quick ones. The 4th step must be firm and. controlled, with the

balance kept well over it, to enable the following step to be taken with

ease.

Some advanced men dancers delay the speed of the turn. The lady

will then use the rhythm of 1, 2, 3 “and”, or one beat, one beat, half

beat. half beat.

When the Double Reverse Spin is ended diagonally to wall, the lady

should be backing towards wall on the 3rd step.

OUTSIDE SPIN

Man
This is a difficult variation, but is both useful and attractive.

The man’s steps are similar to those of 4, 5 and 6 of the Natural

Spin Turn, but he leads his partner outside him on 1. It is usu—

ally danced after the hesitation on the 3rd step of the Reverse

Corté.

The commencing position depends on the preceding figure.

It is described below as following the 3rd step of the Reverse

Corté, so that the commencing position will be facing diago-

nally to the wall.

1. Very small step back with LF, partner outside, with the toe

turned in, and pivot three-eighths of a turn to R to faCe

against the L00.

1315
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2 RF forward, outside partner, still turning to the R.

3 Step to side LF with body facing diag. to centre, and then

continue turning on ball of LF until body faces diag. to wall.

The LF will then be directly behind the RF.

To continue, step forward RF into a Natural Turn...

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1 and 2.

Rise and Fall (Body). Rise at end of 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3

Body Sway. There is no sway.

Amount of Turn. A complete turn is made between. 1 and 3.

F00twork. 1. T H T. 2. H T. 3. T H.

General Notes. Care should be taken to make the lst step very small

and it is better to slip this foot into position with firm pressure on it.

The weight should be kept well forward as the step is taken. The

position of the 3rd step is also important. If too much turn is made

between the 2nd and 3rd steps there will be a stop in the flow of the

movement before entering the following Natural Turn.

The Outside Spin may be underturned, and this type of Outside Spin

is usually taken after a Back Lock or Progressive Chassé to R.

Three-quarters of a turn is made, and the 3rd step will be placed to the,

side and slightly back, with the body backing diag. to centre. The
following step will be a step back with RF, into 4, 5, 6 of a Reverse
Turn. The Turning Lock could follow this Outside Spin.

OUTSIDE SPIN

Lady
This is an advanced variation, and difficult for the lady to do

neatly. The lady’s steps of this figure are entirely different from

the Natural Spin Turn. It is usually danced after the 3rd step of

the Reverse Corté, and is described from this position.

Commence with the back diagonally to the wall.

1 RF forward, outside partner, body turning to R.

2... Turning on ball of RF, close LF to RF. (The weight should not.

be taken on to LF until body is facing the wall.)

3. Continue turning on ball of LF and take a small step forward
on RF between partner's feet.
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Outside Spin

Left: Man Right: Lady

Note. As the RF (3) is moving forward, both man and lady are still

turning. The weight is not taken on to the RF, until the lady’s body is

backing the LCD. She will continue to turn, so that by the time she is

backing diagonally to the wall, her RF is forward and across the body

in CBMP. To continue step back with the LF into a Natural Turn.

Contrary Body Movement. CBM on 1. The lady turns into CBMP on 3..

Rise and Fall (Body). Commence to rise at end of 1; continue to rise

on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3.

Body Sway. There is no sway.

Amount of Turn. A complete turn is made between 1 and 3. See also"

notes on the man’s steps. When the Outside Spin is underturned the

lady’s 3rd step will be diagonally forward as in the Natural Spin Turn

(~6th step). The following step will be a step forward with LF into 4, 5.,

6 of the Reverse Turn.

Footwork. 1. H T. 2. T. 3. T H.

General Notes. The lady must be careful not to take the small step

forward on RF (3rd step) too quickly, otherwise she will be obstructed

by the ma n’s R toe.
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OPEN TELEMARK

(With CrOss Hesitation finish)

Man
The Open Telelnark is adapted frOIn the Closed Telernark,

lvhich is described in the Foxtrot Section.The termく
く
OPCn''

indicates that the flgure is flnished in PrOmenade PositiOn.

Many variations are taken from the Open Telemark.The Cross

Hesitation flnish is described below.The Open Telemark lnay

be cOmmenced when facing diagonalけ tO Centre or LOD.

Comlllence facing diagonally tO the centre,which isthe cas―

iest position.

1. LF forward′ diag.to centre′ turnlng body to L.

2. RF to side′ across the LOD.

3. Continue turning on batt of RF until body is facing towards

outside watt′ and step to side and stightly forward with LF.

(Now in PP.See Cenerat Notes.)

Follow with Cross Hesitation:

1.RF forward′ diag.to waltin Ptt bOdy stitt facing wall.

2. Close LF to RF without weight′ turning body stightly to L.

3.Hesitate.(8ody now facing diagonatし to watt。 )TO COnjnue′
step back with LF diag.to centre against the LOD (partner

outside)int0 4′ 5′ and 6 of Naturat Turn danced with no turn′

as given fol[ovving the Reverse Cort6′  orinto a Back Whisk or

Outside Spin.

ωntraッ g。
″

“

οソθmeη t.CBM on l of Open Tetemark.The lst step

of the Cross Hesitatlon is in CBMR

Rなθ ση″Fa〃 ″θ″,.Open Te腱mark:lse at end of l,up on 2 and

3. Lovver at end of 3. Cross Hesitation: commence to rise at end of l,

continue to rlse on 2 and 3. Lower at end of 3.

3ο″ S″ay.Open Tetemark:Sway to L on 2.No sway on the Cross

Hesitation.

ス用OJηιげ乃
“
.Turn Of man and tady differs in these igures.Open

Tetemark:man turns three― quatters of a turn′ the body turning shghtけ

tess. Cross Hesitation: man turns an eighth of a turn vvith the body.
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When the Open Tetemark is commenced facing the LOD a httte more

turn is made.

汽00ι
『

Or々. Open Tetemark: 1. HT.2.T.3.TH.Cross Hesitation:1. H

■ 2.Toes(both feet).3.TH(RF).

6ereral Ⅳοιθ5. As the man continues to turn on his second step of

the Open Tetemark′ he must guide the tady by applying pressure with

the base of his R hand on her L slde. He must endeavour to lndicate

that he ls turnlng to Promenade Posltion and that she ls not to

continue the turn with him.The man′ s LF should be pointing diagonatly

to wall on the 3rd step. His body is facing the watt. On the first step

of the Cross Hesitation the RF is pointing diagonally to watt.

A more attractive way of dancing the Cross Hesitation is to make a

quarter turn to the L on l′ 2′ and 3,so that the following 4th step of

the Naturat Turn is commenced with the man stepping back with the LF

diagonally to the watt against the LOD.He must then turn a quarter

turn to the R on 4′  5′ and 6 of the Naturat Turn. A Back Whisk may

fottow the Cross Hesitation.

Note that when more turn ls to be made on the Cross Hesltation′ or

if the Wing variation is to fotlovt the 3rd step of the Open Tetemark

should be ptaced to the side and stightly back.

Entries(a)′ (b)′  and(C)giVen in the notes on the Double Reverse

Spin′ may be used as entries to the Open Tetemark.

The Cross Hesitation may be danced diagonally to centre after an

Open lmpetus.The Wing ending to the Open Tetemark is descttbed on

page 140.

OPEN TELEMARK

(With CrOss Hesltation finlsh)

Lady
The Open Telemark can be conll■ enced backing the LOD or

backing diagonally to the centre.It is described frOnn the latter

position.

1. RF back′  diag.to centre′ turnlng body to L.

2.Ctose LF to Rtt turning on R heet(Heet Turn).Finish facing the

LOD.
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3. RF diag. forward in PP, R side leading.
Fotlow with Cross Hesitation:
1. LF forward, across the body in PP, turning body to L.

2. RF to side, stit[ turning to get square to partner.

3. Close LF to RF.

To continue, step forward with RF outside partner into 4, 5, and 6
of Natural Turn, etc. (See man's notes.)

Contrary Body lvlovement. CBM on L of 0pen Tetemark. CBM and

CBMP on the 1st step of Cross Hesitation.
Rise and FoLl (Body).0pen Te[emark: rise s[ightly at end of 1 (NFR);

continue to rise on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3. Cross Hesitation:
commence to rise at end of 1; continue to rjse on 2 and 3. Lower at
end of 3.

Body Sway.0pen Telemark: sway to R on 2. Cross Hesitation: sway

to the L on 2, 3.

Amount of Turn. Turn of [ady and man differs in this figure. Open

Telemark: three-eighths of a turn between 7 and 2, with a sLight body
turn to L on 3. Cross Hesitation: three-eighths of a turn to L.

Footwork.0pen Telemark: 1. T H. 2. H T. 3. T H. Cross Hesitation:
1.HT.2.T.3.TH.

General flotes. The R side lead on 3 of the 0pen Telemark wi[[ tend
to keep the position compact, a desirabte feature. 0n this step the lady

may turn her head to the R to face the direction of the 3rd step, or may

leave it in the normaI position. It is a matter of personal taste.
The Wing ending to the 0pen Te[emark is described on page 142.

WING

Man
This is a standard variation that is very popular. The steps for
the man are similar to the Cross Hesitation, but no rise is
made. The man makes a slight turn to the L, while the lady

walks round him to his L side.

Dance l, 2, and 3 of the Open Telemark, ending in
Promenade Position. In this case, the 3rd step of the Open
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1′ 2 3 0pen Teiemorh
4′ 5′ 6 Wing   l

7,8,9 Closed Telemorh

|

Open Tetemark′ Wing and Closed Tetemark(Man)

Telelllark is tO the side and slightly back across thc LOD.

Continue as follows:

1. RF forward and across the body in Ptt with the body turning to

the L. RF should be pointing dovvn the LOD and body facing
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between watt and diag.to watt.

2. With the weight on RF tet body turn stightly to L to face the

LOD and LF commences to ctose.

3.LF ctoses to RF without weight′ and at the same time turn the

RF and body to face diag.to centre.

Now step forward LR outside the tady on her L side′ into a Closed

Tetemark or Pro9ressive ChassO to R.

ωηtray βθ″″ο
“
膚θηι.The lst step is taken in CBMP.

Rなθ ση∂Far`.There is stight ttse on 2 and 3(NFR).

3θ″ S″ay.There is no sway.

ス‖θJ″ιげIJr/7.Up tO a quarterturn to L may be made.

石οοι″Orた 1. H.2.3. Pressure on T of RF with foot ftat and pressure

on IE ofT of L「

6e/1cra1 7VOtes. In teading this figure′  the man must keep a stight

pressure with his R hand on the tady′ s L side′ and definitety tead her to

his L side.The hold should be loosened stightし  but cOmptete contact
with partner should not be tost.

The man may end the VVing facing the LOD but the diag.to centre

position witi be found more naturat.

The Wing is atso danced after the Open lmpetus Turn or the Whisk.

A diagram appears on page 141.

WING

Lady
Dance l,2,and 3 ofthe OPcn Telemark.The position of the

3rd step will be brward and slightly to the R in PB R side lead―

ing.Continue as f0110ws:

1. LF forward in PP faclng diag.to centre′ turnlng to the L′ and

begin to walk round partnen

2.Smatt step forward with RR facing centre.(Now in front of

man but stiti stightly in PP.)

3. Smatt step forward with LR facing against the LOD′ and

outslde the man on his L slde.

Step back with RR with the man outside on the L′ and go into
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1,2 3 0pen Te:emarh

4,5,6 Wing   l

7′ 8′ 9C:osed TeiemOrh

Open Tetemark′ Wing and Ctosed Tetemark(Lady)

any ending descnbed in the notes on the man′ s steps.

ωηι″ッ θο″ ″θソθttθ′ι.The lst and 3rd steps are taken in CBMP.

CBM is used on l.

Rなθ αηグFa“

`θ

O",。 COmmence to百 se at end of l,conunue tO lse

on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3.

3οdy Sげay, Sway to L on 2 and 3.

ス用Oυηι oJ乃
“
.Up to a har turn to L may be made.
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/raοι″θrた 1. HT. 2.T.3.TH.

6θηθ″ι Ⅳοどes.If the man ends facing diagonally to centre the tady

witi continue to turn another eighth to L as she steps back with the RR

but she should not actualty swivel on her LF.The head may be turned

to the L or R durlng the Wing. If turned to the L the position ls more

easily kept compact.

OPEN IMPETUS

(With CrOss Hesltation finlsh)

Man
This flgure is siinilar to the Closed lmpetus,but turning out to

Promenadc Position on the last step.Itis normally preceded by

the flrst half of thc Natural Turn.

Dance l,2,and 3 ofthe Natural Turn.Finish、 vith the back

to LOD.

1. LF back′ down LOD′ turning body to the R.

2. Ctose RF to LF turning on the L heet(Heet Turn).Finish with

weight on RF ready to step diag.to centre′  arld beginning to

turn the tady to PP.

3.LF diag.forward in Ptt L side teading.(LF is pointing diag.to

centre′ body facing the LOD.)

Continue with the Cross Hesitation as fOttows:

1.RF forwardァ in Ptt diag.to centre.

2. Ctose LF to RF without weight′ turning tady square.

3. Hesltate.

Continue by stepping back with LF(partner Outside)diag.tO Wal[

against the LOD′ and do 4′  5′ and 6 of the Natural Turn or the Back

Whisk′ making a quarter turn to the R to inish facing diag.to watt.

ωηι
“
ッ θο″ ″θ1/emθ η[.CBM on l of the Open lmpetus.The lst

step of the Cross Hesitation is ptaced in CBMP.

Rなe σηd Fb″

`θ

θdンリ.RSe at end of 2,up On 3.Lower at end of 3.

Cross Hesitation: Commence to rise at end of l′  continue to rise on 2

and 3.Lower at end of 3.
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3ο dン S″αソ.Sway to the L on 2.No sway on the Cross Hesitation.

ハ層Oυηιげ乃″.Three― dghth5 0n Steps l′ 2 and a shght body turn

to R on 3.There is a slight body turn only on the Cross Hesitation(to

L).

FoOι″Or々。 1. T H. 2. H T. 3. T Ho Cross Hesitation: 1. HT. 2. Toes

(bOth feeO.3.TH(RF).
6θ′er:〃θles. メヽfter the Cross Hesitation the Outside Spin could be

used′  and fottowed by l′  2′  3 of the Naturat Turn′  commenced
diagonatty to centre and ended backing centreo Fo[lovv with an Outside

Change.The Win9 orthe Weave from PP could fottow the Open lmpetus.

OPEN IMPEttUS

(With CrOss Hesltation finlsh)

Lady
This flgure usually follows the flrst half of the Natural Turn.

Finish facing LOD.

1. RF forward′ turning body to the R.

2. LF to side′ stightty across the LOD.

3. Continue turning on ball of LF and step to side with RF diag.

to centre′  having first brushed RF to LF and turned to PP(RF

should point towards centre).

Continue with the Cross Hesitation as fottows:

1. LF forward′  across the body in PP turning body to L′ moving

diag.to centre.

2. RF to side(smatt Step)′ stitt turning to get square to partner.

Body backing LOD.

3. Ctose LF to RF Now backing diag.to centre.

To continue′ step forward with RF outside partnel diag.to watt

against the LOD′ and do 4′ 5′ and 6 of the Natural TuFnf making a

quarter turn to the R.

ω′tra″ θο″ ″θソθme,ι.CBM on l of the Open lmpetus.The lst

step of the Cross Hesitation is ptaced in CMBR and CBM is atso used to

turn to the L.

Rなθ αηd島 1``θο″

'.Rise at end of 2,up on 3.Lower at end of 3.
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Cross Hesltation: Commence to rlse at end of l′  continue to rlse on 2

and 3. Lovver at end of 3.

θοグyS″αソ. SWay to R on 2 of the Open lmpetus. Cross Hesitation:

sway to L on 2 and 3.

4膚θυη[げ TJ″ .Make three― quaters of a turn on steps l′ 2′ 3′ the

body turning stightly tess to keep the position compact.There witi be

three― eighths of a turn to L on the Cross Hesitation.

汽00[″ 0威. 1.HT.2.T.3.TH.Cross Hesitation:1.H■ 2.■ 3.TH.
6e17eraι  Ⅳοιθs. When the Wing fottows the Open lmpetus Turn the

tady witi make an eighth of a turn on each step of the Wing to end

backing diag.to centre.

DRAG HESITAT10N AND BACK LOCK

Man
Although these are t、vo distinct variations and can be used sep―

aratett they are frequently danced as a complete amalgama―

tion,and they are described as such belolvl

The Drag HesitatiOn can be conllnenced diagonally to the

centre a■ er a Closed Change on the RR or down the LOD after

the Double Reverse Spin.It is described frollll the latter posi―

tion.

Commence Lcingthe LOD。

Drag Hesltation

l. LF forward′ down the LOD turning body to L.

2. RF to slde′ on the same LOD. Body novv faclng centre. 3.

Continue turning stightly to L and drag LF slowly to RF without

putting the weight on to it.

Finish backing diag.to watし  preparing to pass partner outside.

Back Lock

l. LF back′ diag.to watt′ partner outside.         (1)

2. RF back。 (1/2)beat)。                    (2)
3.Cross LF in front of RF(1/2 beat).          (&)

4.RF diag.back.                    (3)
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2

5

/

Drag Hesitation and Back Lock(Man and Lady)

Steps l′  2′ 3 are the Drag Hesitation

Steps 4 to 7 are the Back Lock

Continue by stepping back with LF diag.to watt and with partner

outside′  into 4′  5′  6 of a Naturat Turn′ or into CtOsed lmpetus′  Open
lmpetus′ or a Back Whisk.
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ωηtraッ θο″ ″οソemθηι.CBM on l of Drag Hesitation.CBM on l of

Backward Lock.It is atso ptaced in CBMP.

Rなθ αβグ励〃

`θ

ο″,・
Drag HedtaJon:百 se at end of 2,up On 3.

Lower at end of 3.Back Lock:commence to rise at end of l(NFR)′

continue to rise on 2 and 3;up on 4. Lower at end of 4.

BοグyS″ay. There is no sway on either figure.

4“ Oυηιげ 乃
“
.Make three‐ dghths of a turn on the Drag

Hesltation′ or a quarter lf commenced diag.to centre. No turn on the

Back Lock.

わOιげθ威.Drag Hesitation:1.HT.2.■ 3.Toes(both feet)then T

H(RF).BackWard Lock:1.TH.2.T.3.T.4.TH.

6θηerα

`IVο

[es. It should be noted that the man rises at the end of

2 in the Drag Hesitation.If the man remembers to keep this step fairly

wide and with no rise(aLhOugh it is taken on the batt of the foot)and

atso to drag the LF stowly to RR the tady witi not mistake the tead for

that of a Reverse Turn. It is easier to tead from a Double Reverse Spin

than from a Ctosed Change.

After the Drag Hesitation′ an underturned Outside Spin may be danced.

Make three― quarters of a turn to the R on the Outside Spin′ and fottow it

vvith a step back on Rtt diag.tO Centre′ into 4′  5′ 6 of a Reverse Turn.

When 4′  5′ 6 of the Natural Turn is used fotlowing the Back Lock′

make a quarter turn to R to finish facing diag.to centre and fotlow with

a Ctosed Change and a Reverse figure. If three― eighths of a turn is

made′ finish facing the LOD and fottow with l′ 2,3 of a Naturat Turn

and an Outslde Change.

DRAG HESITAT10N AND BACK LOCK

Lady
Although these are two distinct variations and can be used sep―

aratelル they are frequently danced as a cOmplete amalgama―

tion,and they are described as such be10w.

Thc Drag IIesitatiOn can be colnmcnced backing diagonauy t。

the centre a■era Closed Change on the LF or do、 vn the LOI)after

the Double Reverse SPin.It is described fl・ Om the latter position.

Commence backing the LOD.
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Drag Hesltation

l. RF back′  down the LOD turnlng body to L.

2. LF to side′ on the same LOD.

3. Drag the RF stowly to LF without putting the weight on to it.

Finish facing diag.to walし  preparing to step outside partne■

Back Lock(Forward Lock for iady)

1. RF forward′ diag.to wall′ outside partneL

2.LF diag.forward(1/2 beat).

3. Cross RF behind LF(1/2 beat).

4.LF diag.forward.

(1)

(2)

(&)

(3)

Continue by stepping forward with RR diag.tO Watt and outside

partner into 4′  57 6 of a Natural Turn′ orinto a Ctosed or Open

lmpetus Turn′ or a Back Whisk.

ω″traッ Bο″ ″οソθmθη[.CBM on l of Drag Hesitationo CBM on l of

Back Lock.It is atso ptaced in CBMP.

Rなθ σηグFa〃 ρO″
,・

Drag HeJtajon:百 se at end of 2,up On 3.

Lower at end of 3. Back Lock: commence to nse at end of l,continue

to rlse on 2 and 3′ up on 4. Lower at end of 4.

θοdy S″ay.There is no sway on either figure.

ス用θυηιげ 乃″.Make three― eighths of a turn or tess on the Drag

Hesltation. No turn on the 3ack Lock.

FoOι″0晨,Drag Hesitation:1.TH.2.■ 3.Toes(both feet)then T

H(LF).Back Lock:1.H■ 2.■ 3.T.4.TH.
6e/7eral lVο ιes. The notes fo[lowing the description of the man′s

steps should be studied.

PROGRESSIVE CHASSE TO RIGHT

Man
The Progressive Chass`to Right is a more recent additiOn in

the Wヽraltz but is very popular. The casiest entry is a■ er a

Hesitation Change、vhich has ended diagonally tO centre.NIIore

advanced entries are given in the General Notcs.The rllan is

dancing the lady's steps ofthc PrOgressiで Chassё in QuiCkStep.
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Commencc facing diagonally to centre.
count

l. LF forward′ turning body to L.                1

2. RF to side with body backing watt.                   2

3. Ctose LF to RR turning stightly tO L to back

diag.to wall.                         &
4. RF to slde and slightly back.                        3

5。  Now step back LR partner Outside and continue

with a Back Whisk or a Back Lock′ etc.         1

●′tray BO″ ″θ
“
″θra CBM on l and 5.Step 5 would be ptaced

in CBMR

Rなθ aηノ/raJィθο″,・
COmmence to ttse at end of l,conJnue to ttse

on 2 and 3, up On 4, tower at end of 4.

θο∂y SⅣay. No sway is used on this figure.

ス用θυη[げ 乃r77.Make an eighth turn to L between l and 2 and an

eighth between 2 and 3. The body should turn slightty tess than the

feet between 2 and 3.

Foοι″οr々. 1. HT. 2. T. 3. T. 4.T H. 5.■

6er7era`A′ οtes. The count of l′  2′ &3 means that the 2nd and 3rd

steps have a half beat only on each step. Other gOod entries are:

(a)Open lmpetus or a Whisk fo1lowed by a Wing and ended facing

diag. to centre. Now step forward LF outside tady on her L side′  and

continue with the Progressive Chasse to R.

(b)After the Wing′ dance the Progressive Chasse to R making a hatf

turn to L to end backing diag. to centre. Now step back LF wlth Lady

outside′  and continue with an Outside Change′  lady getting in tine on

step 2.End facing diag,to watt and fottow with a Naturat figure.

PROGRESSIVE CHASSE TO RIGHT

Lady
The lad77is dancing the man's steps of a ProgressiК  Chassd as

in quickstep.COmmence backing diagonany to centre.

1. RF back′ turning body to L.                         1

2. LF to side′ atong LOD′ body facing wall.             2

3. Ctose RF to L「                            &
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4.LF to side and stightly forward.            3

5, Now step forward RR outside partneL diag.to watt

and continue into a Back VVhisk or a Forward Lock.    1

のβι
“
ッθO″ ″θt/C″θ′ι.CBM on l and 5。 Step 5 witi be ptaced in

CBMP.

Rなθ αβ∂助

“`β

θ″ ,・
COmmence to百 se at end of l(NFR),conttnue

to rise on 2 and 3,up On 4,lower at end of 4.

θO″ 5Ⅳり.No sway is used on this ttguret

スmOυηιぼ乃rf7.Make a quarterturn to L between steps l and 3 but

the body witt turn shghtly tess.

FoO[″0旅.1.TH.2.■ 3.■ 4.TH.5.H.
Please see the notes follovving the descttptlon of the man′ s steps.

TURNING LOCK

(After a Naturat Spin Turn)

Man
The Natural SPin Turn and Turning Lock has become one of

the rnost popular variations in the uraltz.It consists of a Back

Lock on which a turn is made to the left on the third step,

al10wing the dancer to continue into another Natural flgure.

Dance a Natural SPin Turn and end backing diagonally to

centre,with the LF to the side and slightly back in its normal

Position.Continue:
Beats

l. RF back diag.to centre′  with the R side teading.      1/2

2. Cross LF in front of RR                        1/2

3. RF back and slightly rightwards.                     1

4. With a stight body turn to L step to side and

shghtly forward L「                   1
5. The next step is taken forward with RR diag.tO

vvatt outside partneL into a Naturat Turn.

ωηι″ν Bο″″ογθ″2ηl.ALhough turn is made on step 3 CBM is

not used.

Rなθ αηd ttιィθο″,.COmmence to ttse at end of l,conunue tO rise

on 2 and 3,up On 4. Lower at end of 4.
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Turning Lock Step After the Spin Turn

TOp:Man Bottom:Lady
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θοぬ/S″ay.Sway to L on steps l and 2.

ス膚Oυ″ιげ乃r17.A quarter turn to L is made between 3 and 4.

石θOιⅣOr々. 1. T. 2. T. 3. T. 4. T H. 5. H.

6ereral,Vοιes. The R side tead and the s、 vay to L on steps l and 2

are most important and enhance the beauty of the figure. The R slde

tead is tost as the RF moves back and rightwards on step 3. The

continuance of the rise on step 3 is atso important.Step 4(LF)may be

taken to the slde ln Promenade Posltion.

TURNING LOCK

(After a Naturat Spin Turn)

Lady
Commence facing diagonally tO centre after a Natural Spin

Turn.The weight will be on the RF which is Placed diagonally

forward.Lower the R heel lightly before lnOving forward into

the flrst step ofthe Turning Lock.
Beats

LF forvvard′  diag. to centre′  L side teading。             1/2

Cross RF behind L「                               1/2

LF forward and stightly teftwards′ in tine with partne■  1
With a slight body turn to L′ step to slde and

stightly back with RR backing diag.to watt.       1

The next step is taken back with LR diag.to wall′

with partner outside′ into a Natural Turn.

"′

せ
“
ν BO″ ″O1/emeri CBM is not used when turning to L on step 3.

Rなθ αβσ Fa`ι

`θ

ο″,。
COmmence to rise at end of l,continue to ttse

on 2 and 3;up on 4;[ower at end of 4.

θο″ 5げay.Sway.to R on steps l and 2.

ス膚Oυη[げ 乃
“

.A quarter turn to L is made between 3 and 4.

FoOιげ0滋.1.T.2.T.3.■ 4.TH.5.T.
εθηθral 〃οιθs. Step l ls taken on the batl of foot′  rising higher

throughout steps 2 and 3.Step 4 may be taken ln PP.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5。
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WEAVE FROM PROMENADE POSIT10N

Man
The Wtave was originally a Foxtrot variation and is described

in the Foxtrot section of this book.The idea of commencing

the Weave in Pronlenadc Position was found to be so attractive

thatitis nOw used in both the Wヽ Lltz and Foxtrot.

It is a beautiful igurc with great rllythmic feeling and is not

difacult t。 lcarn.ヽ Lヽcn danced in the Waltz it can be taken

after an Open lmpetus or aヽ Lヽisk.In the following description

itis assumed thatthe rnan has danced theヽ ■ヽlisk along the side

ofthe room,ending in PP with his body facing diagOnally to

the centreo Notes on other entries are given belo、 、L

Commencein PP with manね cing diagonally to centre and

lady facing diagonally to centre against the LOD.

1.RF forward across the body in Ptt mOVing towards centre and

with RF pointing to centre.

2. Turning tady square′  step forward LR to centre.

3. Turnlng to L step to slde and slightly back wlth RF body

backing the LOD.

4.Sull turning stightし step back LR diag.tO Centre with the

Lady outslde.

5. RF back′ diag.to centre′  with Lady in line′  and turning to the L.

6.LF to side and stightly forward.

7. The fol[ovving step on RF is taken diag.to watt′  outside

partnet and is the first step of a Naturat Turn.

めηtray θο″″θttmerl.CBM on 2′ 5 and 7.The lst′ 4th and 7th

steps are ptaced in CBMP.

Rなθ σrd励

“
ρθ″,.COmmence to ttse at end of l,conunue tO

rlse on 2; up on 3. Lower at end of 3. Commence to rlse at end of 4

(NFR),continue to rise on 5;up On 6.Lower at end of 6.
θοJy S″

`し

た No sway is used on this figure in the Wattz.

ス″οJη[げ 乃〃。Make a half turn to L over l to 4 and a quatter turn

to L between 5 and 6.
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FoOι″Or々. 1. HT. 2. ■ 3. T H. 4. T H. 5.■  6. TH. 7. H.

"reral〃
οιθ5.Do not attempt to turn the tady square too abruptし

at the end of step l. The man should tead the tady to move more

sideways on step 2 and she witt then turn square gradually as the turn

is continued on her RR It is attractive to hurry the timing a tittte on
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steps l′  2′ so that a hover effect can be made before ptacing the 3rd

step in position.The continuance of the rise on steps 2 and 5 enhances

the rhythmlc feeling of the figure.

Amatgamations.(a)Dance l′ 2′ 3′ of a Naturat Turn and then a Back

Whisk.End facing diag.to centre.Fot[ow with the Weave.

(b)Dance an Open lmpetus Turn′ end mo宙ng tOwards centre in PR

Follow with the Weave.

(C)The spin and Turning Lock could be ended in PP On step 4.
Fo[low with the Weave′ overturning the first 4 steps.

WEAVE FROM PROMENADE POSIT10N

Lady
The Weave frOm Promenade POsition can be danced PractiCally

any time when the man and lady arein Promenade PositiOn.It

is described below after a Whisk danced along the side of the

roonl,the lady facing diagonally tO centre against the LOID.

Corllrnence in PP as above,then:

1.LF forward in Ptt facing diag.to centre against the LOD.

2. Turnlng to the L step to slde and slightly back wlth Rtt now

backing diag.to centre and turnlng square to man.

3. Continue turning to L on batl of RF untit facing the LOD and

then step to side and stightly forward with LF with the L toe

polnting diag.to centre. Now square.

4. RF forward′  outslde partneL diag.to centre.

5. LF forward′ diag.to centre′ in line with partner and turning to

the L.

6. RF to side and stightly back′ now backing diag.to wat[.

7. The following step on LF is taken back diag.to watt with the

partner outside′  and is the first step of a Naturat Turn.

ωηtray Bο″ ″ο

“

孵θ″ι.CBM on l′ 5 andア .The lst′ 4th and 7th

steps are ptaced in CBMR

Rなe aηグFar``θ。

",.cOmmence to百

se at end of l,continue to ttse

on 2′  up On 3。  Lower at end of 3. Commence to 百se at end of 4,

continue to rise on 5, up on 6. Lower at end of 6.
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θOグy5ray.No sway is used on this figure in the Waltz.

スmOυηtげ 乃解.Make three― quarters of a turn to L between l and

and a quarter turn to L between 5 and 6.

Foθι″0威.1.H■ 2.■ 3.TH.4.HT.5■ 6.TH.7.T.
6θ′era`〃θιes, Do not attempt to turn square too abruptly between
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steps l and 2. The 2nd step should move mainly side and the turn

continue throughout steps 2 and 3.

It witi be noted that the tady has much more turn to make than the

man.The additionat three¨ eighths of a turn is accounted for by the man

making an eighth of a turn to L(with hiS RF)as hiS lSt Step is taken′

and the tady has an additionat quarter turn to make to get square to

the man.The head should be kept to the R on steps l and 2.

SUGGESTED WALTZ AMALGAMAT10NS
l.Natural Turn― RF Closed Change―Reverse Turn― LF

Closed Changeo RcPcat.

2.Hesitation Change-1,2,3 of Reverse Turn― Reverse Cort`

and 4,5,6 ofNatural Turn― Natural Spin Turn.

3.1,2,3 of Natural Turn― Outside Change―Natural SPin

Turn―Reverse Cort`一 Back Whisk― Chass6 from PR

4.Natural SPin Turn-4, 5, 6 of Reverse Turn,turning to

LOD―Double Reverse SPin― Drag Hesitation― Back Lock. End

with 4, 5, 6 of Natural Turn or:Open IInpetus― Cross

Hesitation― Backヽ hヽisk turning to face diag.to wal卜 Chass`

ioln PR

5。 Reverse Turn―Whisk and Chass6 from PP一 Natural Spin

Turn― Turnlng Lock.

6.Double Reverse SPin― Open Telemark Wing― Closed

Telemark.

7.Open lmpetus― Wing Overturned Progressive Chass`to

R to end backing diag.to centre―Outside Change(Lady out―

side on the flrst step)― Natural Spin Turn.

8.Reverse Turn― Whisk,turning to Left to end facing the

LOI)or diag.to centre― Weave ion■ PP
9.Natural Spin Turn(underturned to end facing diago to

wal1 4,5,6 of Reverse Turn ended facing diag.to ccntre― Open
Telemark Cross Hesitation― Outside Spin.


